
Inferential Statistics
homework 2

Due 8 December 2014

You will submit two files: one PDF file including all plots and interpretations and one SPSS
Syntax file (.sps) with all SPSS commands. Please send both files to jos.elkink@ucd.ie by 5
pm, 8 December 2014.

(5%) of the grade is used for the evaluation of the clarity / presentation of your SPSS Syntax
file.

Data

This homework is based on the replication data for Young and Findley (2011).1 While Young and
Findley (2011) use panel data – a set of countries observed over a number of years – we will be
using a cross-section – only one year – for 1990. The data is available as terror90.dta on the
teaching data page.

Note that this homework assumes you know how to deal with categorical independent variables
and you should identify for yourself where this is the case in the exercises below.

Questions

1. Taking index of democratisation as the dependent variable and the bureaucratic quality as
the key independent variable:

(a) Perform a regression analysis with only those two variables.

(b) (5%) Repeat the regression analysis adding at least four relevant control variables.

(c) (5%) Repeat, including the same control variables and adding the interaction between
bureaucratic quality and African countries regiondum3 variable to the model.

1The data is available as Young, Joseph K., “Replication data for: Can peace
be purchased? A sectoral-level analysis of aid’s influence on transnational terrorism”,
https://thedata.harvard.edu/dvn/faces/StudyListingPage.xhtml?studyListingIndex=0 cc1eafe0779ffa0464d026f758c6
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(d) (10%) Present a regression table with three columns, one for each model, properly
formatted as for a publication.

(e) (10%) Explain for each of the control variables why you think this is a good variable
to include.

(f) (10%) Write a one page report in which you fully interpret the regression output –
what does it tell you about the relation between democracy and bureaucratic quality?
(5%) Make sure to fully include the interpretation of the interaction effect.

2. Taking the number of terrorist attacks (terrorCount) as the dependent variable and aid
divided by the GDP (smbilataidpergdp) as the key independent variable:

(a) Perform a regression analysis with only those two variables.

(b) (5%) Repeat the regression analysis adding at least three relevant control variables.

(c) (10%) Present a regression table with two columns, one for each model, properly
formatted as for a publication.

(d) (15%) Write a one page report in which you fully interpret the regression output –
what does it tell you about the relation between terrorist attacks and aid?

Table 1: Linear regression with as dependent variable the Polity IV index.

Life Expectancy 0.422∗∗∗

(0.064)

Corruption 1.189∗∗

(0.453)

Conflict 3.17∗

(1.37)

Oil rent -0.047
(0.029)

Constant −33.92∗∗∗

(4.037)

Observations 111
R2 0.4394
Adjusted R2 0.4185
F Statistic 20.97∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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3. (20%) Fully interpret the regression presented in Table 1, whereby the priority is to discuss
for all regression coefficients the sign, the magnitude, the corresponding t-test, and the
substantive interpretation.

Grade conversion scheme

Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade
97-100% A+ 85-87% B 74-76% C- 54-64% E+
94-96% A 83-84% B- 71-73% D+ 44-53% E
91-93% A- 80-82% C+ 68-70% D 33-43% E-
88-90% B+ 77-79% C 65-67% D- 0-32% F
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